
The number of electron pairs (or groups) therpfore determnes the overall geometry that they will 
Copt For examole when there are twO electron pairs surroundng the central atom their mutual repulsion is minimal 

when they lie at opposite poles of the sphere Therefore the central atom is predcted to adopt a linear geometry. If there 
are 3 electron pairs suOunding the central atom their repu'sion is mnimzed by placing them at the vertices of an 

ungeentered con the atom Therefore. the pretcted ceommetry is trigonol. Likewise, for 4 electron pairs the 
Optimal arangement is tetrahedral )410417 

oin predicting the geometry adopted with a given number cf electron pairs an often used physical demonstration 
e pnnciple of minimal electron pair repulsion utilizes infated balloons Through handling. baioons aquee s9 

Surface electrostatic charge that results in the adoption of troughly the same geometries when they are tied together at 
their stems S as the comesponding number of electron pairs For evample. five balloons tied together adopt the trigonal 
oyramidol geomety. just as do the fve bonding pairs of a PCI, molecue. 
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Sulfur tetrafuornde has a stenic 
number cf 5. 

F 

Ihe steric number of a central atom in a molecule is the number of atoms bonded to that central atom, called its 

coordination number, plus the number of ione pairs of valence eletrons on the central atom In the molecule SF4 for 
example, the central sulfur atom has four ligands: the coordination number of sulfur is four. In addition to the four ligands, 

sulfur also has one lone pair in this molecule. Thus, the steric number is 4 + 1=5. 

The overal geometry is further refined by distinguishing between bonding and nonbonding electron pairs. The bonding 
electron pair shared in a sigma bond with an adjacent atom lies further from the central atom than a nonbonding (lone) 
pair of that atom, which is held close to its positiveBy charged nudeus. VSEPR theory therefore views repulsion by the lone 

pair to be greater than the repulsion by a bonding pair. As such, when a molecule has 2 interactions with different degres 
of repulsion, VSEPR thery predicts the structure where lone pairs occupy positions that allow them to experience less 
repulsion. Lone pair-Hone pair (p-p) repulsions are considered stronger than lone pair-bonding pair (p-bp) repulsions 
which in tum are considered stronger than bonding pair-bonding pair (bp-bp) repulsions, distincions that then guide 
decisions about overall geometry when 2 or more non-equivalent positions are possible.!" 410417 For instance, when 5 
valence electron pairs surround a central atom, they adopt a trigonal bipyramidal molecular geometry with two colinear 
axial positons and three equatorial positions. An electron pair in an axial position has three close equatornal neighbors 
onv 90 awav and a fourth much farther at 180°, while an equatorial electron pair has only two adjacent pairs at 90° and 

two at 120. The repuision from the close neighbors at 90° is more important, so that the axial positions expernience more 
repulsion than the equatorial positions; hence, when there are lone pairs, they tend to occupy equatorial positions as 
shown in the diagrams of the next section for steric number five) 

The difference between lone pairs and bonding pairs may also be used to rationalize deviations from idealized geometries. 
For example, the H,O molecule has four electron pairs in its valence shel: two lone pairs and two bond pairs. The four 
e'ectron pairs are spread so as to point roughly towards the apices of a tetrahedron. However, the bond angle between 
he two OH bonds is only 104.5°, rather than the 109.5' of a regular tetrahedron, because the two lone pairs (whose 
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